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Abstract 

Communication Engineering has been the important field of engineering in last few decades. Advancement of digital 

communication has made this field more interesting as well as challenging. Reliability and efficiency are the important goal of any 

communication system. In most cases reliability is given the priority over efficiency though at certain cases one is compromised 

for the other. Reliability of communication has an impact even in our day to day life. Communication has got many applications 

such as telephonic conversations etc. During the transfer of message, the data might get corrupted due to lots of disturbances in the 

communication channel. So it is necessary for the decoder tool to also have a function of correcting the error that might occur 

during transmission Convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding has been in use for many years in commercial satellite systems. 

A characteristic of the Viterbi decoding process is that as the Eb/N0 (SNR) becomes increasingly smaller, the uncorrectable errors 

that are passed through the system are clumped together. Although the distribution of errors caused on the link is Gaussian, the 

uncorrectable error distribution looks like one found on a classical bursty channel. A class of codes that are well known to correct 

bursty errors is the Reed-Solomon code. The obvious conclusion is to use concatenate the Viterbi and Reed/Solomon codes.  

Keywords: Berlekamp Massey Algorithm, Chien Search Algorithm, Digital Communication, Channel Coding, Reed 

Solomon Coding, Feed Back Shift Register, Encoder, Decoder 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Reliability and high throughput data transmission is the key feature for the success of transmission of wireless communications. 

In order to protect data against transmission errors caused by channel noise, channel coding based on error correction codes is 

widely used. A large variety of channel codes has been developed in the last few decades including convolutional codes (CC), 

Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, The concatenated Reed-Solomon convolutional code (RSCC) has been applied in different 

communication standards, e.g., IEEE 802.16e , ECMA-387 , and telemetry channel coding (CCSDS standard). On the other hand, 

LDPC codes have been also utilized in IEEE 802.16e (WiMAX) and additionally in e.g., IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.15.3c and 

several digital video broadcasting (DVB) standards. Most of these communication standards and their different generations are 

typically driven by a request for ever higher data throughput. As a result, the implementation complexity of a state-of-art Forward-

Error-Correction (FEC) decoder is one of the most important factors which should be considered in the development of a wireless 

communication system. Convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding has been in use for many years in commercial satellite 

systems. A characteristic of the Viterbi decoding process is that as the Eb/N0 (SNR) becomes increasingly smaller, the 

uncorrectable errors that are passed through the system are clumped together. Although the distribution of errors caused on the 

link is Gaussian, the uncorrectable error distribution looks like one found on a classical bursty channel. A class of codes that are 

well known to correct bursty errors is the Reed-Solomon code. The obvious cessation is to concatenate the Viterbi and 

Reed/Solomon codes. 

 Errors Control Coding Methods 

Generally communication is understood as transmission and reception of data from one place to other at some distance. If we 

change the reference it can also include transmission and reception of data at the same place but at a different point of time, which 

means storage and retrieval of Data. Hence storage is also a part of communication. In any system application we come across 

errors either in communication or in storage. Errors in transmission are mainly because of noise, electromagnetic interferences, 

crosstalk, bandwidth limitation, etc. In case of storage, errors may occur because of increase in magnetic flux as in case of magnetic 

disc or it can be spurious change of bits because of electromagnetic interferences as in case of DRAM. Hence dealing with these 

errors when they occur is the matter of concern. The first step is to detect the error. And after the error gets detected there are two 

alternate approaches to proceed. 

 Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) 

In this technique, the receiver first detects the error and then sends a signal to the transmitter to retransmit the signal. This can be 

done in two ways (i) continuous transmission mode (ii) wait for acknowledgement. In continuous transmission mode, the data is 

being sent by the transmitter continuously. Whenever receiver finds any error it sends a request for retransmission. However, the 

retransmission can either be selective repeat or go back N step type. As the name suggests, in selective repeat those data units 

containing error are only retransmitted. While in go back N type, retransmission of last N data unit occurs. Next, in wait for 
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acknowledgement mode, acknowledgement is sent by the receiver after it correctly receives each message. Hence, when not sent, 

the retransmission is initiated by the transmitter. 

 Forward Error Correction (FEC) 

In this approach, error is both detected and corrected at the receiver end. To enable the receiver to detect and correct the data, some 

redundant information is sent with the actual information by the transmitter .After being introduced to both the approaches; one 

should choose whether which approach is to be used. Automatic repeat request is easier but if the error occurs much frequently, 

then retransmission at that frequency will particularly reduce the effective rate of data transmission. However, in some cases 

retransmission may not be feasible to us. In those cases, Forward Error correction would be more suitable. As Forward Error 

Correction involves additional information during transmission along with the actual data. It also reduces the effective data rate 

which is independent of rate of error. Hence, if error occurs less frequently then Automatic request approach is followed keeping 

in mind that retransmission is feasible. Out of the various FEC’s, Reed Solomon code is one. These are block error correcting 

codes with wide range of applications in the field of digital communications. These codes are used to correct errors in devices such 

as CD, DVD, wireless Communication etc. 

 Introduction to the RS-CC Codes 

Error minimization is difficult in wireless, satellite and space communication. Wireless medium has advantages over wired medium 

as mobility, better productivity, low cost, easy installation facility and scalability. 

 On the other hand, there are some limitations of various transmission channels in wireless medium between receiver and 

transmitter where transmitted signals arrive at receiver with different power and time delay due to the reflection, diffraction and 

scattering effects. Besides the BER (Bit Error Rate) value of the wireless medium is relatively high. These drawbacks sometimes 

introduce destructive effects on the wireless data transmission performance. To avoid this drawbacks error contol coding plays a 

important role. During digital data transmission and storage operations, performance commonly determined by BER which is 

simply Number of bits in error / total number of bits. Noise in transmission medium disturbs the signal and causes data corruptions. 

SNR gives the relation between signal and noise. Generally, SNR is explained with signal power / noise power and is inversely 

proportional with BER. It means, the less the BER result is the higher the SNR and the better communication quality. There are 

two different types of FEC techniques, namely block codes and convolutional codes. 

 The Viterbi algorithm is a method for decoding convolutional codes proposed in 1967 by A. J. Viterbi.. This algorithm, however, 

is vulnerable to burst error which means a series of consecutive errors. Since most physical channels make burst errors, it can be a 

serious problem. Furthermore, the complexity increases as the number of memories in the encoder increases, and the increase of 

the memory causes the increase of computation. To compensate these problems, a new solution can be applied to concatenation of 

a Reed-Solomon (RS) code and a convolutional code (CC) i.e., RS-CC or CC-RS concatenated codes. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RS-CC CODES 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of RS-CC Codec 

Concatenated codes were first introduced by Forney. Concatenating a non-binary outer code and a binary inner code could 

constitute a capacity approaching error-correction code with a polynomial-time decoding complexity. 

 In Reed-Solomon convolutional concatenated (RSCC) code, the Reed-Solomon (RS) code and the convolutional code are the 

outer code and inner code. The inner code is good at correcting spread bit errors, while the outer code is good at correcting burst 

errors, enabling the RSCC codes’ strong error-correction capability and their application can be widely found in wireless and space 

communications. 

 The classical decoding scheme for RSCC codes employs the Viterbi algorithm and the Berlekamp-Massey (BM) algorithm to 

decode the inner and outer codes respectively. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION OF RS-CC ENCODER 

Concatenated codes were first introduced by Forney. It has been shown that concatenating a non-binary outer code and a binary 

inner code could constitute a capacity approaching error-correction code with a polynomial-time decoding complexity. 

 In Reed-Solomon convolutional concatenated (RSCC) code, the Reed-Solomon (RS) code and the convolutional code are the 

outer code and inner code respectively. 

 The inner code is good at correcting spread bit errors, while the outer code is good at correcting burst errors, enabling the RSCC 

codes’ strong error-correction capability and their application can be widely found in wireless and space communications 

 Implementation of RS Encoder as Outer Code 

Reed Solomon codes are non-binary cyclic error correcting codes. The RS codes describe a systematic way of building codes that 

can detect and correct multiple errors. In a block code we have k individual information bits, r individual parity bits and a total of 

n = k + r bits. Rather reed Solomon codes are organized in group of bits. This group of bits is referred to as symbols. So we can 

say this code has n number of symbols. This symbol comprises of m number of bits where the n is n=2m-1 these n symbols form a 

code word. Out of these n symbols k are information symbols where n-k are parity symbols. These codes are used to transfer data 

between any two medium. There are possibilities that error may occur due to any disturbance in the traverse channel. So we need 

to have a design tool specified for encoding and then decoding after correcting signals in the receiver side. Reed Solomon codes 

can be the tool discussed above. The error correcting capability of the code is defined as t, where t = [(n-k)/2 The code can correct 

only half of the number of parity symbols because for every error one parity symbol is used to locate the error and the other is used 

to correct it. The advantage behind reed Solomon code is that it can correct burst errors. However if erasures are present then only 

one parity symbol is used to correct error as the location of error is already known. The code rate is defined as Rc, where 

Rc = k/n 

 Properties of Reed Solomon Codes 

The properties of RS codes make them especially well-suited to applications where errors occur in bursts. This is because 

 It does not matter to the code how many bits in a symbol are in error—if multiple bits in a symbol are corrupted it only counts 

as a single error. Alternatively, if a data stream is not characterized by error bursts or drop-outs but by random single bit errors, 

a Reed-Solomon code is usually a poor choice. More effective codes are available for this case. 

 Designers are not required to use the "natural" sizes of Reed-Solomon code blocks. A technique known as "shortening" can 

produce a smaller code of any desired size from a larger code. For example, the widely used (255,251) code can be converted 

to a (160,128) and not transmitting them. At the decoder, the same portion of the block is loaded locally with binary zeroes. 

 Its capability to correct both burst errors and erasures makes it the best choice for the designer to use it as the encoding and 

decoding tool.  

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF RS CODES 

 Encoder Architecture 

Reed-Solomon encoding and decoding can be carried out in software or in special-purpose hardware. 

 Finite (Galois) Field Arithmetic 

Reed-Solomon codes are based on a specialist area of mathematics known as Galois fields or finite fields. A finite field has the 

property that arithmetic operations (+,-,x,/ etc.) on field elements always have a result in the field. A Reed Solomon encoder or 

decoder needs to carry out these arithmetic operations. These operations require special hardware or software functions to 

implementation Generator Polynomial. [6][4] 

 Generator Polynomial 

A Reed-Solomon codeword is generated using a special polynomial. All valid codewords are exactly divisible by the generator 

polynomial. The general form of the generator polynomial is 

g(x)=(x-αi)(x-αi+1)……(x-αi+2i)                                                                             (1) 

And the codeword is constructed using 

c(x) = g(x).i(x)                                                                                                 (2)  

Where g(x) is the generator polynomial, i(x) is the information block, c(x) is a valid codeword and a is referred to as a primitive 

element of the field. 

 Parity Generator 

The 2t parity symbols in a systematic Reed-Solomon codeword are given by 

p(x)= i(x)*Xn-k mod g(x)                                                                                   (3) 
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Fig. 2: Reed Solomon Encoder 

 Design Hierarchy of Encoder Block 

 
Fig. 3: Design Hierarchies for RS Encoder 

 Encoder Operation 

The Encoder architecture shows that one input to each multiplier is a constant field element, which is a coefficient of the polynomial 

g(x). For a particular block, the information polynomial i(x) is given into the encoder symbol by symbol. These symbols appear at 

the output of the encoder after a desired latency, where control logic feeds it back through an adder to produce the related parity. 

This process continues until all of the k symbols of i(x) are input to the encoder. During this time, the control logic at the output 

enables only the input data path, while keeping the parity path disabled. With an output latency of about one clock cycle, the 

encoder outputs the last information symbol at (k+1)th clock pulse. Also, during the first k clock cycles, the feedback control logic 

feeds the adder output to the bus. After the last symbol has been input into the encoder (at the kth clock pulse), a wait period of at 

least n-k clock cycles occurs. During this waiting time, the feedback control logic disables the adder output from being fed back 

and supplies a constant zero symbol to the bus. Also, the output control logic disables the input data path and allows the encoder 

to output the parity symbols (k+2th to n+1th clock pulse). Hence, a new block can be started at the n+1th clock pulse. 

 Implementation of Convolutional Codes as Inner Code 

Convolutional coding is a bit‐ level encoding technique. Convolutional codes are used in applications that require good 

performance with low implementation cost. Using convolutional codes a continuous sequence of information bits is mapped into 

a continuous sequence of encoder output bits. The encoded bits depend not only on current k input bits but also on past input bits. 

This mapping is highly systematic so that decoding is possible. As compared with the block codes, convolutional codes have a 

larger coding gain. Encoding of convolutional codes can be accomplished using simple registers. 

 A convolutional encoder accepts a sequence of message symbols and produces a sequence of code symbols. Its computations 

depend not only on the current set of input symbols but, on some of the previous input symbols as well. In practice, convolutional 

codes operate on a block at a time and so like block codes, have intra-block memory, and possibly no inter-block memory. A 

convolution encoder is made of a fixed number of shift registers. Each input bit enters a shift register and the output of the encoder 

is derived by combining the bits in the shift register. The number of output bits depends on the number of modulo 2-adders used 

with the shift registers. 

 Convolutional codes are commonly specified by the three parameters ( n , k ,m) 

where, 

n = number of output bits 

k = number of input bits and, 

m = number of memory registers. 

The quantity k / n called the code rate is a measure of the bandwidth efficiency of the code 
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 Convolutional encoder (2, 1, 3) Shown in Figure6 .This encoder is going to be used to encode the 3-bit input sequence [1 0 1] 

with the two generator polynomials specified by the bits [1 1 1] and [1 0 1].u1 represents the input bit, and v1and v2 represent the 

output bits 1 and 2 respectively. u0 and u-1 represent the initial state of the memory registers which are initially set to zero. 

 
Fig. 6: Convolutional Encoder 

Convolutional encoder can be done using state diagram or trellis diagram. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF RS-CC DECODER 

 Implementation of Viterbi Algorithm 

The Viterbi decoder algorithm proposed in 1967 is a decoding process for convolutional codes. Convolutional coding, as we all  

known, has been widely used in communication systems including deep space communications and wireless communications, 

such as IEEE 802.11a/g, WiMax, DAB/DVB, WCDMA and GSM. 

 The general structure of viterbi decoder has mainly three parts: BMU (Branch Metric Unit), PMU (Path Metric Unit) and SMU 

(Survivor Memory Unit) shown in fig.7 

 
Fig. 7: General Structure of Viterbi Decoder 

 
Fig. 8: Branch and Path Matric Calculation at a Node 

Decoding started with hamming distance calculation shown in Figure.7 as block HD 

There are two types of viterbi decoder, hard decision and soft decision. A hard decision decoder uses 1- bit quantization, and 

uses hamming distance metric to find the distance between expected signal and actual received signal. Other hand soft decision 

decoder uses multi bit quantization and uses Euclidean distance as metric. The soft decision decoding is expensive and requires 

more memory than hard decision. This paper focuses on hard decision decoder. 
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 Branch Metric Unit 

The branch metric is done with hamming distance and previous state path metric [BM = Pre. PM + hd]. Initially, at t=1 the branch 

metric is nothing but hamming distance because it is considered as previous path metric is zero. At each node of state there are two 

branch metrics. So, addrer1 and adder2 gives two branch metrics BM1 and BM2 respectively as shown in Figure.7 

 Path Metric Unit 

The minimum of branch metrics is a path metric for each node [PM = min (BM1, BM2)]. In viterbi , the path metric is calculated 

for all state nodes as per constraints length which is further helpful during trace-back for that it is stored in path memory. If this 

path history memory is fixed amount, then the decoder can output the oldest bit on an arbitrary path each time it steps one level 

deeper into the trellis. 

 Survivor Memory Unit 

The survivor memory stores the state having minimum path metric. And finally these states are used to get decoded bits, i.e. 

original data. The path comparisons made for paths entering each state require the calculation of the likelihood of each path 

involved for the particular received information. 

 
Fig. 9: Flow Diagram of Viterbi Algorithm 

 Reed Solomon Decoding Algorithm 

Decoding is a far harder task than encoding. Typically about ten times more resources (be it logic, memory or processor cycles) 

are required to decode and correct the corrupted data. The decode operation takes several stages. There are plenty of sources 

available for software implementations of the various algorithms required 

 
Fig. 10: Reed Solomon Decoder 
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Table – 1 

r(x) Received codeword 

Si Syndromes 

L(x) Error locator polynomial 

Xi Error locations 

Yi Error magnitudes 

c(x) Recovered code word 

v Number of errors 

The received codeword r(x) is the original (transmitted) codeword c(x) plus errors: 

r(x) = c(x) + e(x) 

A Reed-Solomon decoder attempts to identify the position and magnitude of up to t errors (or 2t erasures) and to correct the 

errors or erasures. 

 
Fig. 11: Flow Chart of Reed Solomon Decoding 

Steps to Decode RS Code: 

1) Determining error syndrome (syndrome generator). 

2) Building an error polynomial, carried out by using Barlekamp algorithms or using Euclid’s algorithm. 

3) Finding the roots of this polynomial, this is usually carried out by Chein search algorithm. 

4) Determining the error type, this is calculated by Forney s algorithm or any other algorithm of matrix inversion. 

5) Correcting erroneous symbols by means of superimposing the mask and data word and the sequentially inverting all bits that 

are corrupted via XOR operation. 

VI. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS 

In this section results/simulations done on MATLAB. Analysis of performance of the codes is done in terms of BER and Eb/No 

(SNR) .Modulation scheme used in these simulations is QPSK. This section covers the BER Vs SNR plots for Viterbi Algorithm 

and RS-CC Codes. Then a comparison is made between average error rate and bit error rate for specific SNR value 
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 MATLAB Results 

Table – 2 

Comparative Results 

Parameter For Viterbi For RS-CC 

No of errors for SNR=1 22.0 14.0 

No of errors for SNR=1 33.0 0.0 

No of errors for SNR=1 15.0 11.0 

No of errors for SNR=1 24.0 6.0 

No of errors for SNR=1 2.0 0.0 

Average error rate 19.200000 6.200000 

 Graphical Results 

 
Fig. 12: Result of Previous Paper 

 
Fig. 13: Result of My Work 

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

1) The RS-CC i.e. concatenated Reed Solomon with Viterbi is becoming very popular and powerful method of error detection 

and correction. 

2) 2. It has better performance for the lowest value of SNR as compared to viterbi   decoding alone. 

3) Concatenation is increasing the complexity but providing the error free system. 

4) The Turbo codes are becoming area of interest of researcher which will still give the better performance than whatever is 

present. Also, some new decoding algorithm for Reed Solomon codes are been discovered which gives very less decoding 

time than the present algorithms. Same system performance can be observe on FPGA 
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